We are on a roll.

Last year, the Commission amended over 150 of its Part 25 rule provisions, which govern the licensing and operation of space and earth stations providing satellite communications.

Today, our streamlining streak continues with a new rulemaking designed to further update our Part 25 rules. To this end, we propose changes to facilitate international coordination, refine spacing policies, reduce milestone requirements, and deter spectrum warehousing.

These efforts are more than ministerial. They matter. Because satellite services provide vital communications links to support routine activities for every one of us, every day. Satellite services also provide vital communications links to the most remote regions of the country. They connect our troops around the world. And critically, they provide an important backstop for public safety communications when terrestrial networks are down.

So I am pleased to support this rulemaking and grateful for the non-stop efforts of the International Bureau to update our rules to reflect new technologies, eliminate outdated requirements, and simplify our licensing procedures.